
Windy City FSC Board Meeting (held virtually via Zoom) – December 9th, 2020 

In attendance: 

• Meg 

• Zoi 

• Bev 

• Max 

• Karen 

• Valerie 

• Michael 

• Max 

Absent: Ryder 

 

7:05 PM Karen calls the meeting to order. Max motions to accept the consent agenda (minutes from our 

Oct 21st, 2020 meeting), Bev seconds, all are in favor except for Marc who abstained due to not being 

present for part of the Oct 21st meeting. Consent agenda is passed. Zoi will post minutes on website. 

Old Business 

SafeSport compliance: Ryder’s background check still hasn’t gone through, so Bev has emailed USFSA 

today to check on the status. Everyone else is compliant. 

New Business 

Continued rink shutdown at McFetridge: Valerie emailed Jenny this week and heard back that Jenny 

expects the rink won’t reopen until mid-January. This means we most likely won’t be able to hold our 

scheduled January 2nd, 2021 test session. Our next test date after that would be February 17th, 2021. 

Meg asked if we might consider holding a test session at another rink if McFetridge remains closed. 

Robert Crown or Oakton might be possibilities as we know they have allowed other clubs to hold test 

sessions there in the past (or don’t have a home club to begin with). We will revisit testing plans in 

January but for now we hope to be able to proceed with our February 17th test session. 

Meg also updated us on refunds for our cancelled Sunday practice ice. She said the process was very 

easy thanks to EntryEeze – even people who paid in cash were able to be refunded smoothly. On a 

similar topic, Max hasn’t paid any money to McFetridge for November or December, so the rink doesn’t 

owe us any money for cancelled sessions. In fact, we may owe them payment for the first few weeks of 

November – waiting for an invoice from them. 

Long-term Club Strategy Part 1: Crafting a Vision Statement  

At our last meeting, we brainstormed text for a mission statement. This time, we want to craft a vision 

statement. After much discussion, we came up with several drafts, as seen below. We will think these 

over and vote on one at our next meeting. 

• Provide a safe, positive, enthusiastic environment for our members that encourages a lifelong 
passion for the sport/lifelong participation in the sport. 



• Inspire a lifelong passion for figure skating by providing a safe, positive, enthusiastic 
environment for the development of our members through education, testing and skating 
opportunities. 

• Inspire a lifelong passion for figure skating by providing a safe, positive, enthusiastic 
environment in which our members can reach their skating goals.   

• Build a community of lifelong skaters. 

• To be a community of lifelong skaters. 

 

Next, we worked on assessing our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats – i.e., a SWOT 

analysis. Please refer to the document that Karen sent out to see which points we found. 

 

Conclusion 

Our next meeting (via Zoom) will be Wed, January 13th, 2021 at 7 PM. 

Karen motions to adjourn, Zoi seconds, all in favor. Meeting adjourned at 8:34 PM. 


